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Quality in wood 
since 1857

1857 2013

Kährs and the environment

Four generations of the Kähr family. 
Gustaf Kähr (back left), Johan Kähr (back 
right), Olof Kähr (front left), Johan Kähr 
(sitting). 

Kährs is situated in nybro, in the heart of the forests in southern 
sweden, on the same site where everything began more than 
150 years ago. 
 in 1857, Johan Kähr started a small turning shop and began 
producing wooden articles for the local farmers. 
 today, the Kährs group is europe’s biggest wood flooring 
manufacturer, and one of the world’s most innovative compa-
nies involved in the processing of wood. 
 the combination of a long tradition, craftsmanship and a 
passionate interest in design and new technology has kept 
us at the forefront in the development of modern wood 
flooring.

RevolutionaRy flooR 
technology
in 1941, Kährs was granted a patent for a 
multi-layer wood flooring construction. this 
was the world’s first engineered wood floor. 
this method of construction made the floor 
more stable and allowed the raw material to 
be utilized in a more environmentally-friendly 
way. compared to a solid wood floor, Kährs 
construction is 75% more stable; it resists 
warping, buckling and cracking, even as 
temperature and humidity change through-
out the seasons. Multi-layer floors are also 
more environmentally-friendly than solid 
wood floors, since the core material is crafted 
from fast-growing or recycled wood. this 
means that there is less of a drain on natural 
resources.
 today, 70 years later, this is still the stand-
ard construction for the majority of wood 
floor manufacturers. 

Woodloc® 5S – for a stronger 
floor and faster installation
in 2000, Kährs was the first wood floor 
manufacturer to introduce a mechanical glue-
less joint system – the ingenious woodloc® 
joint, which revolutionized the wood flooring 
market. the woodloc® joint allowed boards, 
for the first time, to be mechanically locked 
together, without using glue. woodloc® 
eliminates gaps between the boards and also 
makes maintenance a lot easier. 
 with woodloc® 5s, our latest innovation, 
we’ve taken our mechanical glueless joint 
technique a step further, making installation 
even faster, while producing an even stronger 
floor.

“Kährs – inventOr OF  
the mOdern wOOd FlOOr”

choosing a wood floor is being environmentally responsible. Pick-
ing one from Kährs means making an even smarter green decision. 
Kährs is one of the oldest manufacturers of wood floors. it is also 
one of the most innovative. Many of our innovations derive from our 
ambition to contribute to a better environment, like the launch of 
the multi-layer wood floor in 1941. all man-made products affect the 
environment. to counteract these effects, we have adopted an eco-
logical approach that permeates everything we do. the wood we use 
is almost entirely from scandinavia and europe, where new growth 
exceeds that which is harvested. our multi-layer construction allows 
us to take full advantage of each log, using fewer resources than in 
solid floor production. this, and other initiatives, earned Kährs the 
iso 14001 environmental management certification in 1997. it is this 
level of dedication that allows us to create and produce floors that 
are not only beautiful, but which also contribute to the well-being of 
generations to come. 

We proudly meet the following environmental standards: 

Quality With  
natuRe in Mind
our commitment to quality and 
to the environment runs through-
out our entire production chain. 
it begins with the selection of 
the best raw material. this is 
achieved with the support of 
our 3000+ timber suppliers who 
share in our commitment. More 
than 70% of the raw material we 
use grows less than 160 km from 
our factory in sweden.

clean PRoduction
over the years, Kährs has intro-
duced a number of innovations 
aimed at lowering air emissions, 
such as using water-based 
finishes and installing the larg-
est and most advanced air filter 
system in scandinavian industry. 
a clean production is not only 
good for the environment – it 
also benefits the people working 
at our production facility.

Beauty with a  
conscience

RefoReStation
Kährs is working with local, 
national and global organizations 
to ensure the forest stock is sus-
tainable for future generations. 
today, swedish forests are 60% 
larger than in the 1920’s. how-
ever, there are challenges around 
the world; illegal logging and loss 
of forests to energy, farming and 
palm oil tree plantations. we are 
working with global reforestation 
programs and leading environ-
mental groups such as the Fsc, 
eu, un, wwF, Greenpeace and eia. 

WaSte not,  
Want not
environmental concerns define all 
our new development projects. 
if you believe in a sustainable 
society, you have to prove it in 
your actions.
 at our production plant in ny-
bro, nothing goes to waste. the 
portion of the logs that we're not 
able to use for floor production 
are converted to biofuel. some of 
this fuel is used to heat our own 
facilities. the rest is supplied to 
a local energy company. about 
45,000 people in our neighbour-
hood enjoy the warmth of our 
recycled wood.

healthy flooRS
in 1984, Kährs was the first wood 
flooring manufacturer in the world 
to fully utilize a water-based lac-
quer system to reduce emissions 
during production. Kährs meets 
european e1, eo and california air 
Resources Board – airborne toxic 
control Measure (caRB-atcM) 
Phase 1 and 2 standards.

fSc-faiRtRade 
Wood
2012: Kährs latest initiative; the 
world’s first floor made from 
dual-certified Fsc-Fairtrade wood 
– and the most environmentally 
conscious and socially respon-
sible wood floor in the world, 
produced as part of the first Fsc-
Fairtrade sustainable small scale 
forestry and ecotourism project in 
chile’s curacautin Valley. our pro-
duction supports the restoration 
of biodiversity in the forest and 
also aims to reduce poverty and 
restore the rights to the indig-
enous Mapuche and descendants 
of pioneer families.
see pages 32 and 33.
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coMBininG natuRe 
and desiGn
Brushed, bevelled, distressed, matt or gloss. at Kährs, we give the 
traditional floor a modern edge, using our own techniques to add 
dimension and character. our floors are available in a wide range 
of eco-friendly wood species, as well as different natural grains 
and colour variations, because the character of the wood is just as 
important for the overall look. as well as knotty, gnarled floors, we 
also offer floors that are stylishly understated; that are created from 
a discreet and regular timber grade, with small variations in tone and 
pattern, and with a smooth surface.

to learn more, visit: www.kahrs.co.uk

city selection  
– clean and sleek
For an understated, minimalist look, explore 
the city selection. these floors typify cool 
elegance. created from a uniform and regular 
timber grade, with small variations in grain 
and tone, they can be light or dark, depend-
ing on the wood species – but the tone and 
overall effect is uniform.

toWn selection  
– the quietly, lively floor 
if you’re looking for a floor that has character, 
but which allows a room’s decoration to re-
main the main focal point, take a look at our 
town selection. dark or light, these floors are 
characterised by subtle variations in colour, 
tone and pattern, and they have small knots.

countRy selection  
– Pastoral beauty
For a bold and unmistakably natural look, 
choose our country selection. here you’ll 
find floors with a truly rustic feel. Featuring 
dramatic graining, gnarls and knots, these 
floors have greater colour variations and a 
more lively character.

1-StRiP desiGn
the long planks of a 1-strip floor are ideal for 
larger spaces, such as this lengthy passage.
the surface of a 1-strip board is sawn in one 
piece. this emphasises the natural beauty 
and accentuates every detail, from variations 
in colour and grain, to individual knots.

2-StRiP desiGn
our 2-strip floors are ideal for creating an 
individual look. the wear layer of this design 
is two strips’ wide. the strips are individually 
selected and arranged to give the floor its 
own unique character, which complements all 
styles, such as this living room.

3-StRiP desiGn
From lively, upbeat interiors to tranquil 
spaces, our 3-strip floors can complement 
any style and mood. the wear layer of these 
floors is three strips’ wide. they offer endless 
decorating opportunities and look particularly 
stunning in smaller spaces.
 creating a linear effect, a 3-strip floor gives 
the illusion of a larger, more open space.

SilK Matt finiSh  
– a silky smooth surface
our silk matt finish complements 
the wood’s character by empha-
sizing its natural structure. it also 
makes the floor more durable 
and easier to clean. at the same 
time, the finish is one of the 
thinnest available, so it doesn’t 
conceal the wood’s natural lustre.

oil  
– tactile to the touch
Kährs oil reinforces the natural 
look and is incredibly tactile. the 
oil brings out the fine structure 
and grain of the timber, and adds 
depth to the natural wood tone. 
Kährs floors treated with oil are 
easy to maintain.

Matt finiSh  
– a subtle look
our matt finish creates the 
impression that the floor is made 
from untreated bare wood, or 
has a natural oiled finish. the 
soft-to-touch natural surface is 
incredibly tactile and pleasing un-
derfoot. Matt finish is as durable 
and easy to maintain as our silk 
matt finish.

high gloSS finiSh 
– let it shine!
the high gloss finish gives your 
floor a shiny, polished look that 
enhances the beauty of the 
wood species you've chosen. 
it also protects your floor from 
every day wear and tear.

PatteRned flooRS
a classic floor with a modern 
construction. the surface layer 
features vertical and horizontal 
strips in a repeat box pattern. 
once installed, they form a 
stunning cable stitch design 
that brings an air of style and 
elegance to any interior, whether 
traditional or modern.

Wood inlayS
stunning unique flooring designs, 
enhanced by the use of deco-
rative wood inlays and plugs. 
hand-made butterfly or square 
shaped plugs are randomly 
placed throughout, for an indi-
vidual and truly stunning result.

BRuShed
Brushing the surface highlights 
the natural structure of the grain 
and creates additional texture. 
Brushing is usually accompanied 
by other surface treatments, 
such as a bevelled edge or a 
coloured stain.

handScRaPed
the rich character surface that 
provides a truly rustic feel is 
created by hand, using different 
wood scraping and sanding tools. 
it creates a wood floor with the 
look and feel of an old floor worn 
by time.

Bevelled and 
MicRo-Bevelled 
edgeS
Bevelling the edges of a 1-strip 
floorboard accentuates its plank 
shape. From a micro-bevel (a 
slight accentuation of the edge 
using sandpaper) to a more 
dramatic, stronger bevel on all 
edges, this design feature gives 
the floor a more rustic and dis-
tinct look.

Stained and 
SMoKed
Both staining and 'smoking' 
are used in our production and 
design process, to enhance the 
natural tone of the wood and to 
add colour. our floors come in a 
vast spectrum of shades, from 
the palest white and greys, to 
the darkest brown and inky 
blacks.

http://62.20.5.242/en/Consumer/Productss/Products/Feature-Facts/
http:// www.kahrs.co.uk
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Kährs Supreme

Kährs original

15-20mm

15mm

Kährs Spirit Kährs linnea

10mm 7mm

shine collection /15MM
this striking range, featuring high-gloss, pearlised and metallic effects, 
brings high-fashion glamour to wood floors like never before.8

GRande collection /20MM
the traditional wide and long plank gets a modern overhaul. Produced 
in a modern multi-layer format, Grande is big on size and style.10

Supreme quality and craftsmanship
using time-honoured skills, Kährs combines unrivalled hand-made 
craftsmanship, outstanding design and the latest production and 
surface techniques, to create a floor of distinction. unique floors in 
oak, ash, Beech and walnut come to life in an array of designs and 
finishes, all united by striking, exclusive looks and supreme attention 
to detail.

More information on page 62 or visit www.kahrs.co.uk

the foundation of quality
the original among all modern wood floors – and still the best. over 
decades, Kährs’ original range has grown into our widest and most 
popular collection of wood floors. available in a wide variety of wood 
species and finishes – and inspired by Kährs’ scandinavian roots – every 
floor is a true classic.

euRoPean natuRals collection
white oak and european Maple, in a variety of styles and finishes, give 
a traditional, bright and lively feel to the home.22

aMeRican natuRals collection
native species, from Red oak and walnut, to american cherry and hard 
Maple, form a varied collection of american wood flooring styles.28

aMeRican tRaditionals collection
classic, yet colourful, the american traditionals range, in gloss and silk 
matt finishes, enhances the natural beauty of oak.

woRld natuRals collection
tropical-style hardwood floors, crafted from northern-sourced sustain-
able woods, demonstrate environmental commitment.32

MaRina collection
naturally oiled oak with elegant decking detail brings maritime charm 
into the home.

sand collection
ash and oak, lacquered and stained in pale tones, bring a light, fresh 
feel to the home.34

classic nouVeau collection
Brushed and bevelled to perfection, with a matt lacquer or oiled finish – old 
meets new, in a spectrum of shades.

noRdic natuRals collection
the warmth and luminosity of ash and Beech wood floors pay tribute to 
Kährs’ scandinavian roots.

38

20

haRMony collection
harmony by name and by nature. this collection of matt lacquered or 
oiled oak floors offers rustic appeal with a designer edge.40

heRitaGe collection
Brushed, bevelled and oiled for an authentic aged look, heritage  
combines vintage appeal with modern construction benefits.42

euRoPean Renaissance collection
our 150th anniversary collection of classic floors brings the beauty of 
bygone eras back to life.44

aRtisan collection
oak planks with a hand-crafted surface finish, the artisan range  
combines rustic elegance with cool contemporary design.46

More information on page 63 or visit www.kahrs.co.uk

the perfect fit
Measuring just 7 mm thick, the slender profile of linnea offers a 
low-impact, real wood flooring option for any space. these beautiful 
wood veneer floors offer unrivalled style within the home. 
 

liVinG collection
slim and stylish on a narrow 1-strip plank in a range of shades, the living 
collection combines beauty with function.

long-lasting beauty
Beauty isn’t always fleeting – particularly when it comes to Kährs’ 
spirit collection. thanks to its durable finish, floors from the spirit 
collection maintain their beauty for years, making them suitable for 
commercial areas, as well as the home.

56

haBitat collection
From silver-toned oak to golden walnut in a contemporary, large 1-strip 
format, eco-friendly habitat offers glamour with a conscience.58

lodGe collection
this 2-strip collection, in a range of stunning shades, from pale ash to 
rich walnut, delivers on quality and style.56

RuGGed collection
Five unique oak designs, united by a rustic appearance, the Rugged range 
gives a contemporary edge to a traditional look.50

unity collection
smooth, lacquered floors in a wide spectrum of hues, reflecting the 
timeless appeal of metropolitan style.54

More information on page 65 or visit www.kahrs.co.uk

More information on page 66 or visit www.kahrs.co.uk

FoundeRs collection
Rustic oak with a heavily brushed, hand-scraped finish, celebrates 
Kährs’ tradition of quality and craftsmanship.

da caPo collection /15MM
evoking the worn beauty of reclaimed timber, the da capo collection 
offers exclusive designs that are rich in character.14

eleGance collection /15MM
traditional designs are updated, making elegance suitable for both 
traditional and contemporary settings.18

http://62.20.5.242/en/Consumer/Productss/Products/Kahrs-Supreme/
http:// www.kahrs.co.uk
http://62.20.5.242/en/Consumer/Productss/Products/Kahrs-Supreme/
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SHinE
CollECtion

Ash Black Silver

Beech Opaque

62



10-11KÄHRS SUPREME / Grande Collection

GRAndE
CollECtion

oak Manor

oak Maison

62



12-13KÄHRS SUPREME / Grande Collectionoak Espaceoak Casa



14-15KÄHRS SUPREME / da Capo Collection

dA CAPo
CollECtion

Oak Indossati

62



16-17KÄHRS SUPREME / da Capo CollectionOak SparutoOak Unico



18-19KÄHRS SUPREME / Elegance Collection

ElEGAnCE
CollECtion

Oak Tapis Marron Oak Tapis Blanc

62



20-21KÄHRS oRiGinAl / nordic naturals Collection

noRdiC nAtURAlS
CollECtion63

Ash Gothenburg

Beech Viborg

Ash Gotland



22-23KÄHRS oRiGinAl / European naturals Collection

EURoPEAn nAtURAlS
CollECtion63

oak Cornwall



24-25KÄHRS oRiGinAl / European naturals Collectionoak Milanooak Weimar



26-27KÄHRS oRiGinAl / European naturals Collectionoak Verona

oak Siena



AMERiCAn nAtURAlS
CollECtion63

Walnut Vermont 28-29KÄHRS oRiGinAl / American naturals CollectionWalnut Philadelphia



30-31KÄHRS oRiGinAl / American naturals CollectionHard Maple Toronto Cherry Savannah



32-33KÄHRS oRiGinAl / World naturals Collection

WoRld nAtURAlS
CollECtion63

Jarrah Sydney Rauli Roble Cautin

Rauli Roble Tierra



oak Brighton 34-35KÄHRS oRiGinAl / Sand Collection

SAnd
CollECtion64



36-37KÄHRS oRiGinAl / Sand CollectionAsh Sandvig

Ash Skagen



38-39KÄHRS oRiGinAl / Classic nouveau Collectionoak Nouveau Snow

ClASSiC noUvEAU
CollECtion64

oak Nouveau Brown

oak Nouveau Charcoal



40-41KÄHRS oRiGinAl / Harmony Collection

HARMony
CollECtion64

Ash Alabaster

oak Smoke

oak Lava



42-43KÄHRS oRiGinAl / Heritage Collection

HERitAGE
CollECtion64

oak Valois

oak Romanov

oak Plantagenet



44-45KÄHRS oRiGinAl / European Renaissance Collection

EURoPEAn REnAiSSAnCE
CollECtion65

oak Palazzo Fumo

oak Palazzo Rovere



46-47KÄHRS oRiGinAl / Artisan Collection

ARtiSAn
CollECtion

oak Linen

65

oak Tan

oak Slate



48-49KÄHRS oRiGinAl / Artisan Collectionoak Oysteroak Earth

oak Straw



50-51KÄHRS SPiRit / Rugged Collection

RUGGEd
CollECtion65

Crater oakHusk oak

Safari oak



52-53KÄHRS SPiRit / Rugged CollectionFossil oak

Trench oak



54-55KÄHRS SPiRit / Unity Collection

Unity
CollECtion65

Arctic oak Orchard Walnut

Cliff oak



56-57KÄHRS linnEA / living, lodge Collectionlodge / oak Breeze living / oak Sugar

66

66

lodGE CollECtion
livinG CollECtion

living / Walnut Cocoa



58-59KÄHRS linnEA / Habitat Collection

oak Tower

HABitAt
CollECtion66

Walnut Statue
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The PerfecT finish The smallest things often make the biggest difference. This is true 
of a Kährs floor, where the highest level of skill is used to craft every 
detail, including the skirtings, mouldings and other floor accessories.

THE FINISHING TOUCH

A skirting board creates the perfect finishing 
touch; not only to the floor, but also to the 
whole room. We offer a variety of skirting 
boards that are colour-matched to all Kährs 
floors.

A NEAT, NARROW FINISH

A narrow quadrant is ideal if you can’t re-
move existing skirting boards. Quadrants of-
fer quick, easy finishing against pre-existing 
skirting.

STEP-BY-STEP FOR AN ELEGANT LOOK

nothing beats a wood staircase for an 
elegant look. Use stair noses to create a 
perfect edge on every step.

WHEN CARPET mEETS WOOd

for a transition between a wood floor and a 
carpet there are two options: you can either 
use edge mouldings or level mouldings, 
depending on the height of the carpet. Both 
look good!

TRUE mARRIAGE BETWEEN STONE & WOOd

natural materials like stone and wood work 
really well together. if you want to create a 
perfect marriage between stone and wood, 
you can choose between two different ac-
cessories: either use an edge moulding or a 
level moulding.

BIG IdEAS FOR TINY SPACES

sometimes even a quadrant is too big to use 
to cover the gap between the floor and a 
wall or window. if this is the case, the best 
solution is to use an edge moulding, for a 
neat, clean finish.

THE EASIEST INSTALLATION
Kährs floors are easy to install, thanks to the 
ingenious Woodloc® joint. The boards lock 
together mechanically, with virtually invisible 
joints, providing perfect results, fast! The 
superior fit also enhances the floor’s perfor-
mance and durability.

STRONGEST SURFACE FINISH 
THAT WON’T dISCOLOUR
The surface of the floor is, visually, the most 
important part. As a result, all Kährs surface 
treatments are strong enough to withstand 
even the toughest daily wear and tear, yet 
thin enough so as not to disguise the wood’s 
natural lustre. And, unlike some finishes, 
Kährs surface treatments won’t ‘yellow’ over 
time and compromise the look of your floor. 

INSTALLATION TOOLS ANd 
mATERIALS
Kährs offers a wide range of tools and 
materials to make installation easy and 
help achieve a perfect end result. The range 
includes a variety of underlays which offer 
moisture protection and acoustic benefits, 
as well as installation tools, finishing trims, 
skirtings and mouldings to match floors 
throughout the range.

AWARd-WINNING
Our innovations are world-renowned and our 
products have won numerous UK trade and 
consumer press awards including the cfJ/cfA 
flooring industry Award - hardwood flooring 
Product of the Year for eleven years running, 
to 2012.

mOST ETHICAL
• Renewable 
• Resource efficient
• Solvent-free finish
• Recyclable
• Long-life
• Glueless
• Water-based stains
• Low emissions

UNdERFLOOR HEATING
Kährs wood floors are ideally suited to 
underfloor heating, provided that they are 
installed as recommended, using the correct 
underlay, etc. remember that the surface 
temperature of the finished floor must never 
exceed 27°c, in any area.

mOST STABLE  
CONSTRUCTION
since wood is a natural material, that is affect-
ed by climate changes, a wood floor moves 
with the seasons, i.e. it swells in high humid-
ity and shrinks in low humidity. Kährs multi-
layered construction minimizes this move-
ment. it provides the correct balance between 
the layers – top, core and back – and ensures 
the floor remains stable in all conditions. it’s 
75% more stable than a solid board – and an 
ideal partner to underfloor heating.

CARE ANd mAINTENANCE
Kährs care and Maintenance range includes 
a variety of products, specially designed to 
care for Kährs individual surface treatments. 
The range also includes repair and refurbish-
ment products. Detailed maintenance instruc-
tions are available in the online installation 
Guide and Maintenance Repair Guide at 
www.kahrs.co.uk

KäHRS GUARANTEE
Kährs has been manufacturing quality multi-
layered wood floors for more than 60 years. 
We’re proud of our products and of their 
environmental and performance benefits. 
combined with a complete care and mainte-
nance programme, this allows Kährs to offer 
a guarantee of 30 years on its Original range 
and 12 years on its Linnea Range.
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1 3A H
BeecH OPAqUE BeecH VIBORG

town

1 3A H
BeecH BACCARAT BeecH HELLERUP

town

1 3A H
AsH RETRO AsH KALmAR

town

1 1A J
AsH BLACK SILVER AsH GOTLANd

country

1 2A F
AsH BLACK COPPER AsH GOTHENBURG

city

1 1D J
oAk ESPACE oAk JERSEY

country

1 3D H
oAk CASA oAk HEIdELBERG

town

1 J
oAk HAmPSHIRE
country

1 1B J
oAk TABAC oAk CORNWALL

country

1 3B H
oAk PEARL oAk ARdENNE

country

1 B
oAk FUmOIR

1 3c H
oAk mAGGIORE oAk VIENNA

city

1 2c G
oAk INdOSSATI oAk VERONA

town

1 1c L
oAk ErEditato oAk WEImAR

city

3 H
oAk SIENA
town

1 2D G
oAk mANOR oAk NAVARRA

country

1 1D L
oAk mAISON oAk mILANO

city

3 H
wALnut mONTREAL
city

3 H
wALnut HARTFORd
town

1 L
wALnut ATLANTA
city

1 3c H
oAk VECCHIO HArD MApLe TORONTO

city

1 3c H
oAk UNICO cHerry SAVANNAH

city

1 c
oAk SPARUTO

3 H
JArrAH SYdNEY
city

1 k
oAk COTTON

1 L
wALnut VERmONT
country

2 F
wALnut PHILAdELPHIA
city

shine
CoLLeCtion

GRande
CoLLeCtion

DA cAPO
CoLLeCtion

nOrDic
natuRaLS
CoLLeCtion

eUrOPeAn
natuRaLS
CoLLeCtion

AMericAn
natuRaLS
CoLLeCtion

AMericAn
tRaditionaLS
CoLLeCtion

WoRLd
natuRaLS
CoLLeCtion

Kährs Supreme
shown on page

Brushing

1-3 strips

Bevelled edges

Board size

Oil coloured stains Micro-bevelled edges

smoked handscraped

A1

Kährs Original
Board thickness: 15 mm

surface layer thickness: 3,5 mm

core material: spruce/pine/poplar

resandable: 2-3 times

Guarantee: 30 years

Lacquer

shown on page

Brushing

1-3 strips

Bevelled edges

Board size

Matt lacquer

Oil

coloured stains Micro-bevelled edges

smoked handscraped

F1

1 e
oAk TAPIS mARRON
tApis

1 e
oAk TAPIS BLANC
tApis

1 e
oAk TAPIS NATURE
tApis

eLeGanCe
CoLLeCtion

1-strip 2420 x 187 x 15 mm

1-strip 1800 x 130 x 15 mm

1-strip 1900 x 190 x 15 mm Tapis 2200 x 270 x 15 mm

A

B

C E

9 8

12

21

14

13

20

22

25 26

31

29

24

30

28 32

27

21

11

17

10

1916

Shine / da Capo / Elegance
Board thickness: 15 mm
surface layer thickness: 3,5 mm
core material: ply/poplar/pine
resandable: 2-3 times
Guarantee: 30 years

Grande
Board thickness: 20 mm
surface layer thickness: 6 mm
core material: ply/poplar
resandable: 3-4 times
Guarantee: 30 years

Wood pegs

Wood butterfly pegs

F

G

2-strip 2423 x 200 x 15 mm

2-strip 2423 x 200 x 15 mm

H 3-strip 2423 x 200 x 15 mm

J 1-strip 1800/2100/2420 x 187 x 15 mm

I 1-strip 1900 x 190 x 15 mm

1-strip 1800 x 105 x 15 mmNK 1-strip 2420 x 151 x 15 mm

L 1-strip 1800 x 130 x 15 mm

Dutch mosaic 2426 x 198,5 x 15 mmm

high gloss lacquer

Grande 1-strip 2800 x 260 x 20 mmd
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1 n
oAk/DArk strip ARUBA
sHipsDeckinG

oAk PALAzzO ROVERE
DutcH pAttern

2 G
rAuLi/roBLe TIERRA
town

oAk PALAzzO FUmO
DutcH pAttern

2 G
rAuLi/roBLe ROJA
town

2 1G J
rAuLi/roBLe PIEdRA
town

oAk VALOIS

2 1G J
rAuLi/roBLe CAUTIN
town

oAk ROmANOV

1 1J i
AsH SANdVIG oAk SLATE

3 1H i
AsH mARIEHAmN oAk OYSTER

2 1F i
AsH FALSTERBO oAk LINEN

1 i
oAk EARTH

1 1n i
oAk/AsH STAVANGER
sHipsDeckinG

oAk CAmINO

1 n
oAk/DArk strip mARBELLA
sHipsDeckinG

1 J
oAk NOUVEAU BLACK

3 H
oAk SORRENTO

2 G
oAk PORTOFINO

1 1J i
oAk BRIGHTON oAk TAN

3 1H i
AsH SKAGEN oAk STRAW

1 J
oAk NOUVEAU WHITE

1 J
oAk NOUVEAU SNOW

1 J
oAk NOUVEAU HAzE

2 G
oAk NOUVEAU CHARCOAL

1 J
oAk NOUVEAU BROWN

1 J
oAk NOUVEAU BRONzE

3 H
oAk EmBER

3 H
oAk dEW

2 G
oAk CIRRUS

2 G
oAk BEAN

3 H
AsH ALABASTER

3

1

H

o

oAk mOSS

TRENCH oAk

3

1

H

o

oAk LImESTONE

SAFARI oAk

3 1H o
oAk LAVA HUSK oAk

2 1G o
oAk KERNEL FOSSIL oAk

2 1G o
oAk GRANITE CRATER oAk

3 H
oAk FROST

1 J
oAk PLANTAGENET

1 J
oAk ASTURIAN

1 o
CLIFF oAk

3 1H o
oAk STONE ARCTIC oAk

3 H
oAk SOIL

3 1H o
oAk SmOKE GROOVE wALnut

MArinA
CoLLeCtion

sAnD
CoLLeCtion

CLaSSiC
nOUveAU
CoLLeCtion

hArMOnY
CoLLeCtion

HeRitaGe
CoLLeCtion

eUrOPeAn
renAissAnce
CoLLeCtion

ArTisAn
CoLLeCtion

RuGGed
CoLLeCtion

UniTY
CoLLeCtion

M M

Kährs Spirit

O

shown on page 1-3 strips Board sizeO1

1-strip 1200 x 125 x 10 mm

Board thickness: 10,2 mm

surface layer thickness: 1,9 mm

core material: ecocore

resandable: 1 time

Guarantee: 20 years

Matt lacquer Brushing Bevelled edges

Oil

saw marks

coloured stains Micro-bevelled edges

smoked handscraped

33 33

37
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39

40

41

34

38 39

41 43

43 42 45

49

50

48

48

51

51 54

44

47

47

46

52

53 55

1 J
oAk STURE

1 J
oAk OLOF

1 J
oAk JOHAN

1 J
oAk GUSTAF

1 J
oAk FREdRIK

1 J
oAk ULF

fOUnDers
CoLLeCtion



1 p
oAk dOmE

1 p
oAk CASTLE

1 Q
wALnut COCOA

1 Q
oAk SUGAR FSC

2 r
oAk TIdE

2 r
oAk BREEzE

1 p
wALnut STATUE

1 p
oAk TOWER

1 p
oAk GATE

2 r
wALnut BLOOm

LivinG
CoLLeCtion

hABiTAT
CoLLeCtion

LodGe
CoLLeCtion

Kährs Linnea

P

q

shown on page

Brushing

1-3 strips

Micro-bevelled edges

Board size

coloured stains

smoked

P1

habitat 1810 x 150 x 7 mm 

Living 1225 x 118 x 7 mm

Board thickness: 7 mm

surface layer thickness: 0,6 mm

core material: HDF (high density fibreboard)

resandable: no

Guarantee: 12 years

Lacquer

Matt lacquer

R Lodge 1225 x 193 x 7 mm

57

59

56

57

58

1 o
SANd oAk

1 o
PARK oAk

1 o
ORCHARd wALnut

55
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Our product lines are subject to ongoing change. Also, colour reproduction within 
the magazine cannot be guaranteed, due to limitations in print technology. We, 
therefore, recommend that you visit your Kährs’ stockist to determine exact grain 
patterns and shades.

Kährs – MOre ThAn 
a Wood fLooR 

A wooden floor calms the soul, while wood on a wall creates a warm, 
intimate atmosphere.
 As a rustic accent in combination with shiny modern materials – or, 
in a minimalistic interior, where wood clad walls bring an element of 
charm and style.


